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About This Video

When sadistic young thugs senselessly attack John Wick (Keanu Reeves) - a brilliantly lethal ex-assassin - they have no idea
they've messed with the wrong guy. With New York City as his bullet-riddled playground, Wick embarks on a merciless

rampage, hunting down his adversaries with the skill and ruthlessness that made him an underworld legend.
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Title: John Wick
Production:
Lionsgate
Release Date: 3 Feb, 2015
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1920x800(3.9GB)
Aspect Ratio: 2.40:1
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Contains: US - R, RU - 18+, strong and bloody violence throughout, language and brief drug use.
Running Time: 101 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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We need English, atleast a date :'(. Limited ammo on a ship infested with alien scum. The only way out is through....and don't
forget the cat.. This is the sequel to the original Freedom Force game, and uses the same engine. A tactical superhero combat
game with cell shaded comic book art, control various superpatriotic characters and fight the Axis forces!

Unfortunately it suffers from the same issues as Freedom Force. Camera controls are terrible, and while there's support for
widescreen resolutions, the developer did a sloppy job and there's no support for widescreen aspect ratios, resulting in a
stretched image. Regretfully, there's too many problems with this for me to recommend it.. The first game was good but needed
a bit more development to fully realize it's potential. This game was heading in the same direction but again, it needs more work
before it can be called a completed game. Sad.. This game is a perfect example and good evidence that not every game needs
some story or nonsense like that to be fun, enjoyable, and memorable.
By far one of the funnest games i'v ever played and it never gets old, even after replaying it nearly 10 times.

Shame the other games in the series aren't as good as this, even more sad that this game's concept is so simple. This game series
is the Star Fox of FPS, there's generally one game in the series everyone loves and the rest is either okay, mediocre, or trash.
Also don't bother with the HD remake, what the devs did there was a total scumbag move. Remove half the levels from the
game, have them be DLC, scramble the level order and music order too.

Only negative thing I have to say about this game is that it can crash at time and there's no playable multiplayer anymore.. I first
encountered an early build of Inversus at Bit Bash 2015, and was instantly impressed. At the time, there was just multiplayer
mode and only about 7 or so stages, but it was already apparent that this was something special. The core mechanics were quite
simple, but allowed for impressive strategic depth, intertwining shooting with territory control. Think Othello mixed with a
competitive top-down shooter.

Since then, the developer has added about another 20 multiplayer stages, online play, a single-player arcade mode with 7 stages,
and numerous unlockables, turning what was a promising demo into a quite compelling game.

Unfortunately, matchmaking appears quite sparse at the moment, but if you have friends to play with, Inversus comes highly
recommended.
. I had myself go back a couple times trying to get all the endings. So far I only have 9, 5, 4, 6, 3, and 2. It's a little hard to
understand how to get 1, which I'm guessing is the good ending
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Full disclosure: 99% sure I grabbed this game for free in a giveaway.)

Freebie is a small, simple game wherein you launch a ball from one of two corners of the square into the center where there is a
spinning paddle which is long and thin, and has a pointed tip on one end. The goal is to hit the ball into one of the four sides that
is green. Hitting it into a red side will make you lose a life- you have three in total. Each time you hit it into a green side, you
gain a point and the sides reset their colors. The two red sides are always touching, as well as the two green sides. This can help
you dictate which of the two corners you want to launch the ball from. The paddle will start to spin faster as you gain more
points.

That's pretty much all there is to it. The game does have multiple music settings, though I did opt out of those and listened to
Spotify instead. There doesn't seem to be a way to turn off sound effects, though, and the ball bouncing sound is rather
cheap/annoying sounding, and a tad loud. There are no graphical settings to choose from besides fullscreen or windowed, sadly.

The game also includes Steam Trading Cards and a few Steam Achievements, so all things considered, not a bad game to relax
and play every once in awhile. Not something you'll get 300 hours out of, probably, but a decent time-sink, especially if you love
chasing a better and better highscore.. For 5.00. Worth it if you plan on playing for a few days even. Fun hack and slash game..
As an Australian. I am proud to be the first person to write a review on this indie gem.
Buy It. While its still on sale.. 10/10 chickens.
I loved it entirely, I was really captivated by the story.. Love the Trance mode where the music never ends and things slowly get
more and more and more and more of everything and you realize that you're a genius with no rival that's plugging along solving
the most incredible puzzles of moving jewels in a never repeating pattern and the music is so slowly tuning your brain and
everything is forgotten and you realize whey they call the game mode, ZEN." In this version they call it, "Endless mode" and in
the more recent version they call it, "Zen mode." The versions are all basically the same but the eye candy improves as does the
need for more graphics power and then there's the Twist version and then the newest versions realllly and I mean reallly tosses in
many "Awesome" words and a never ending stream of encouraging words as you play. I like version 2 Deluxe and version 3 Zen
mode and twist mode. Love it. Buy it!
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